Dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) is a powerful technique to reduce power dissipation in embedded systems. Some efficient DVS algorithms have been recently proposed for the energy reduction in distributed system. However, they achieve the energy savings solely by scaling the system task with respect to the timing constraints, while neglecting that power varies among the tasks executed by DVS processing elements (DVS-PES). In this paper we investigate the problem of considering DVS-PE power variations dependent on the executed tasks, during the synthesis of distributed embedded systems and its impact on the energy savings. Unlike previous approaches, which minimise the energy consumption by exploiting the available slack time without considering the P E power profiles, a new and fast heuristic for the voltage scaling problem is proposed, which improves the voltage selection for each task dependent on the individual power dissipation caused by that task. Experimental results show that energy reductions with up to 80.7% are achieved by integrating the proposed DVS algorithm, which considers the PE power profiles, into the co-synthesis of distributed systems.
INTRODUCTION
Power dissipation has become a major issue in embedded system design, due to reliability and battery life time in portable application. One technique to tackle the problem of power consumption is dynamic voltage scaling [19] , which reduces the power dissipation P by dynamically scaling the supply voltage V d d and operational frequency f of the embedded processor [3, 10, 141 according to the system requirements. The power dissipation and the operational frequency are expressed by the following equations:
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There has been extensive research on DVS algorithms with early research focused on single processor systems executing independent tasks [ll, 211. Recently DVS has also been applied to distributed embedded systems. In [9] a task scheduling algorithm based on a list scheduling with dynamic re-calculation of priorities is presented. The algorithm attempts to find optimised and feasible schedules by assigning priorities based on the average energy dissipation. If no feasible schedule is found the priorities of the tasks on the critical path are increased and the tasks axe rescheduled. The scheduling algorithm presented in [16] aims at a power-conscious joint scheduling of periodic task graphs and aperiodic tasks, which employs DVS and dynamic power management to achieve energy efficiency. They optimise a pre-ordered schedule by distributing the flexibility in the schedule more evenly. These algorithms show that DVS can be applied to distributed embedded systems.
In all of the reported scaling algorithms for distributed systems [9, 161 the PE power consumption of different tasks is neglected during the voltage selection. However, modern VLSI designs make extensive use of low power techniques like, e.g., gated clocks [5] , and the PES in distributed systems are often of heterogeneous nature [20] . Certainly, this results in a P E power profiles, which show power variations. In [13, 17, 181 it was shown that the consideration of P E power variations of the executed task is important from the energy reduction point of view. They proposed suitable DVS algorithms for single DVS-PE systems. However, the trend of embedded systems implementations is going towards distributed systems [20] .
The aim of this paper is to investigate the problem of considering DVS processor power variations dependent on tasks, during the synthesis of distributed embedded systems and its impact on energy savings. A new off-line scaling heuristic is proposed, which is sufficiently fast enough (polynomial time complexity) to permit its use during the design space exploration phase of the co-synthesis process, further reducing the energy dissipation by optimising the scheduling and mapping of the specification tasks towards DVS usability.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 motivates the consideration of P E power variations among tasks, using an illustrative example. In Section 3 the specification model is given and the variable power DVS problem is formulated. Section 4 presents a constructive 
MOTIVATIONAL EXAMPLE
This section addresses why P E power variations among tasks in distributed systems need to be considered in order to reduce the system energy consumption. This is illustrated by the following simple example. Fig. 1 gives a system specification using a task graph (TG), with two hard deadlines at 15ps and 16ps. The period between two invocations of the task graph is 20ps. The worst-case execution times (WCET), the nominal power dissipations and the mapping of each task and communication are shown in Table 1 .
Scheduling the given specification on a distributed system consisting of two PES (PE0 and PE1) connected by a link (CLO), could result in the feasible schedule (executing tasks at nominal supply voltage) given in Fig. 2 . Using the execution values in Table 1 the dynamic energy dissipation of the system can be calculated as 577.5nJ. Obviously, task r 3 and 7 4 finish execution before their deadlines axe exceeded, leaving a slack of lps, which can be used to reduce the energy dissipation through supply voltage scaling and hence reducing the power dissipated by the tasks. Lets consider two cases for the identification of scaling voltages: First, when the voltage selection process neglects the individual P E power dissipation and second, when the power profile is taken into account in order to refine the voltage schedule.
One approach to optimise the energy dissipation, which neglects the power profile, is to distribute the slack time evenly among the tasks (similar to [16] ), as shown in Fig. 3(a) . Each task execution in this example is extended by a factor of 14.5/13.5 = 1.074, since the total execution times (both path of the TG) account for 1 3 . 5~~ and the slack is lps. Thereby the new execution times can be calculated as . This results in a total energy dissipation E = 530.3nJ, a reduction of 8.2%. Now consider the second case when the PE power dissipation dependent on tasks is considered during the voltage selection. Intuitively, the tasks 'r0,73 and 7.1 will reduces the energy dissipation more than the tasks 71 and 7 2 , when voltage scaled, due to their high power consumption and therefore should be extended more then the remaining tasks. Fig. 3(b) shows an improved voltage schedule. This schedule was generated using the scaling algorithm introduced later in Section 4. To demonstrate the principle behind the proposed approach it is necessary to give the following definition.
DEFINITION 1. W e define a n energy gradient At, as the difference between the energy dissipation of task 7 with the execution t i m e t and the reduced energy dissipation (due to voltage and clock scaling) of the same task, when extended by a t i m e quantum At. Formally:
AE, = E,(t) -E,(t + At) (3)
where E,(t) and E,(t + At) are calculated using Equations
(1) and (2) . 0
For a simple illustration of the proposed method the time quantum At is set to 0 . 1~~. Based on this time quantum an energy gradient AE, can be calculated for all tasks, using Equation (3). The resulting energy gradients are AEo = 127.5nJ-117.9nJ = 9.60nJ, AE1 = 2.34nJ, AE2 = 1.56nJ, AE3 = 8.99nJ, and AE4 = 11.3nJ. Obviously, the task with the highest energy gradient A E , will improve the total energy dissipation by the highest amount and therefore this task is extended by At; in our case task non-linear relationship of execution time and power dissipation, the energy gradient needs to be re-calculate after each extention of a task. This is AE4 = 9.65nJ for task r 4 in the first iteration. Based on these observations, tasks with the highest energy gradient are iteratively extended until no further extention is possible due to hard deadline constraints. This results in the schedule shown in Fig. 3(b) , which reveals a total energy dissipation of 469.4nJ, a reduction of 18.7%. Although using a simple example, this clearly indicates the advantage of voltage scaling methods, which take the power profile into account during supply voltage optimisation. 
MODEL SPECIFICATION AND PROB-LEM FORMULATION

Power Variation DVS Problem
Unlike previous approaches, which identify supply voltages for each task execution without the consideration of the dissipated power, our optimisation problem involves a refined voltage selection for each task, dependent on the individual power dissipation caused by task execution. The problem can be stated as followed:
Find for all DVS-PE mapped tasks T E 7DVS of the system specification a single scaling voltage n i ( E m ) = ~, V ( E , , E , ) (8) Note that the power dissipation P,,,(T) of each task given in Equation (4) is not constant, but might vary from task to task, unlike in previous approaches. A constructive heuristic to solve this optimisation problem is presented in Section 4.
PROPOSED POWER VARIATION (PV) DVS ALGORITHM
Allowing the PE power variations among tasks makes it difficult to identify suitable scaling voltages for the tasks such that the energy dissipation is minimised. Recently, a hybrid global/local search strategy [l] has been proposed to find optimised execution voltages for each task. While this formulation of the problem might be applied to consider power variations among tasks, its implementation using a genetic 'algorithm combined with a local search will lead to prohibitively large computational time (with reported times of 20 minutes of 28 node task graphs) hindering a efficient exploration of the system level design space, when used in the inner most loop of the co-synthesis. The aim of this section is to introduce a new voltage scaling algorithm capable of identifying refined scaling voltages by considering the individual power dissipation based on the executed task. The presented algorithm is sufficiently fast enough to permit its use during the design space exploration phase to allow the optimisation of the scheduling and mapping towards DVS usability. The proposed scaling algorithm has a polynomial time complexity of 0 ( m . n(3n + e + nlog n ) ) , with n = 1 7 1 and e = IC[. The factor m depends on the At,,, and is introduced to capture the fact that tasks mind be extended more than once. However, this time complexity is a worst case estimation, which is unlikely to be reached due to the progressively elimination of extendable tasks during the optimisation run. Fig. 5 gives the pseudocode of the proposed voltage scaling algorithm. Its input consists of the specification task graph Gs, a mapping of tasks to the architecture, a schedule of tasks and communications, architectural information (e.g. execution time and power dissipation of tasks), and the minimum extention time At,,, (defined to prevent insignificant small extentions, which would slow down the DVS algorithm). Initially (line O l ) , the specification task graph is transformed into a mapped and scheduled task graph (MSTG) to capture the mapping and scheduling information into the task graph. This is carried out in two steps. First, communications between different PES are converted into pseudo for all (7 E 7) {update t s , tE and t.} communication tasks to allow an unification of communications and tasks. Second, for each successive execution of tasks on same resources a pseudo edge is introduced between the these two tasks [4] , if it does not already exists. In this way it becomes possible to easily and fast traverse the task graph in the chronological correct order by using a breadth first search algorithm (linear time complexity). An example MSTG is shown in Fig. 4 , which is the transformed version of the task graph given in Fig. 1 , for the schedule of Fig. 2 . The next step (line 02) initialises the extentable task queue Q E . This is followed (line 03) by the computation of the deadline slacks Atd of all deadline tasks T E '&. Having determined these slacks the algorithm can now proceed (line 04) to identify extendable tasks and calculate their maximal expendability t,. This is done in a reversed breadth-first search manner. All task extendable by at least At,,, are added to the queue of extendable tasks U& (line 05). Next (line 06), the extention time At is computed as the minimal extention time found in a, divided by the number of elements in QE. If At is smaller then At,,, it is set to At,,, to avoid unnecessary optimisation runs, which would increase m in the complexity function 0. In the last two steps of the initialisation phase (line 07-08) the energy gradients AE for all extendable tasks are calculated and the extendable task queue is reordered in decreasing order of the energy gradients. The energy gradient value reflects the energy gain if a particular task is extended by At. Therefore it is this energy gradient that allows the algorithm to identify the tasks which will result in the highest energy reduction and therefore an improved voltage selection is possible. The following loop (line 09) is repeated until no extendable tasks are left. In each iteration a single task with the highest energy reduction gradient A E (the first task in the queue) is picked out of the the extendable task queue (line 10). This task is then (line 11) extended by A t and its energy value is updated (line 12). Since the extention of the task might influence successor tasks, the extention needs to be propagated through the task graph (line 13). This is done by traversing all nodes and edges of the MSTG from the extended task to the end tasks, using a breadth-first search algorithm. In the next step (line 14) inextensible tasks are removed from the extendable task queue QE when either, their extendabilty t , is . Furthermore, the MSTG is transformed back into a "normal" TG, in order to allow for the next scheduling optimisation step, which leads to a different assignment of pseudo edges.
Algorithm: P V-D V S -O P T I M I S A T I O N
for all ( T E QE) {if (te(T) < At,,,) V (V&(T) I v t (~) ) then a& := QE -T } At = m, if At < At,,, then At = At,,, for all ( T E QE) {update A E ( r ) } reorder & in
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section demonstrates through the use of benchmark examples that the consideration of P E power variations leads to energy savings in distributed embedded systems. The design flow outlined in Fig. 6 , along with the proposed DVS algorithm, have been implemented using C++ on a Pentium-I11/750 P C with 128MB RAM running the Linux operating system. Scheduling and mapping are optimised using techniques based on genetic algorithms similar to the reported approaches in [7] and [8] . However, unlike [8] we do not applied a hole filling technique in the list scheduler, which tries to fill idle times with suitable task, since such idle times are exploited by the DVS technique. Due to the space restriction we can not give a detailed elucidation here. The six benchmarks we use here are partly (hou) from literature
[la] and partly ( t g a generated by TGFF [6] . The allocated components for the hou examples are the optimised architectures given in [12] (DVS extended), while for the tgflgraphs an architecture was chosen randomly, with 2 to 4 PES, such that feasible schedules and mappings could be generated. All results given here represent average values obtained by 10 optimisation runs. Table 2 gives the results of three experiments using the above mentioned benchmarks of various complexity (i.e. number of tasks and edges). The first experiment (I) shows a comparison between a DVS approach, which neglectes the power variations (EVEN; similar to [IS] ) and the proposed approach (PV), which takes the power profile into account during the voltage selection. Both, techniques are applied to identical mappings of the tasks and the schedules are generated by a mobility based list scheduling algorithm. The heading E E V / E~~~ refers to the ratio of the reduced energy dissipation (neglecting power variations) EEV and the energy dissipation at nominal supply voltage Emax. It is seen that for all benchmarks the energy dissipation could be reduced. For example, in the case of tgfli the energy dissipation is reduced to 53.8%, compared to the system running at nominal voltage. Similar, the heading E p v / E m a X shows the ratio between the reduced energy dissipation EPV using the proposed DVS algorithm and the energy dissipation at nominal supply voltage E,,, , reflecting the energy saving achieved by the proposed approach. It can be observed that in all cases the introduced technique was able to further reduce the power consumption of the system. For benchmark t g f f i the energy dissipation could be reduced to 29.3% of the initial power consumption. This is a further reduction of 24.5%, when compared to the DVS technique which neglects the power profile. Although the introduced DVS technique shows a computational overhead due to its iterative extention of tasks the optimisation was carried out in less 0.2s for all examples.
While the employment of the proposed DVS heuristic reduces energy when compared to power neglecting DVS approaches, further savings can be achieved when the heuristic is combined with a scheduling optimisation. This is shown in column of Table 2 . This column gives a comparison between the energy dissipations of a GA based scheduling (GS) EGS and a mobility based scheduling (MS) E M S , both using the proposed PV-DVS algorithm. It can be observed that the GA based list scheduling was able to improve the energy dissipation in 5 out of 6 cases when compared to mobility based list scheduling, with reductions of up to 35.7% (tgff3 on top of the results given in the first experiment (I) of Table 2. The computational times for this experiments varied between 0.14s and 32.61s, for the GA based list scheduling. The last experiment (111) is concered with the optimised mapping of tasks to PES such that DVS can be further exploited and hence the energy dissipation is further reduced. Table 2 shows the results of this experiment in the Column Mapping, which gives the ratio between the mapping and scheduling optimised energy dissipation E M G S P V based on the proposed PV-DVS algorithm, and the energy dissipation E M G S~~~ of the mapping and scheduling optimised implementations running at nominal supply voltage. Overall energy reductions of up to 80.7% (tgff4) are achieved.
Certainly, the improved results require longer computional times, which are located between 2s and 3070s, compared to 1.58 and 77.24s when no DVS is considered. 
Benchmark Example
CONCLUSION
This paper has addressed the problem of energy minimisation in distributed embedded systems including DVS processing elements. It has been shown that it is unnecessary to assume that PE power is constant during the execution of task. Indeed, by considering the power variations of the PES during the synthesis further energy savings can be achieved.
A new heuristic taking into account the P E power variations based on the executed task has been proposed and its capability to identify suitable scaling voltages has been shown. Experimental results demonstrate that combining the proposed scaling heuristic with a genetic algorithm based design space exploration yields to substantially reduced (up to 80.7%) energy dissipations. The energy savings have been achieved in moderate computational time due to the polynominal time complexity of the proposed scaling algorithm.
